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HIGHLIGHTS

• Global frameworks for pandemic preparedness,
such as the International Health Regulations,
require stronger commitments from all nations.

• High-income countries can participate fully in
existing international regulations and prioritize
donor funding for health capacity strengthening in
other countries.

• Low- and middle-income countries can continue
to bolster national health systems and source
sustainable long-term funding for their programs.

The COVID-19 pandemic illustrates the need for pandemic
preparedness to be considered a global rather than a
national metric. The 2005 International Health Regulations
and supporting policy provide a foundation for building
pandemic preparedness and health security in all countries.
Examining the engagement of high-income, middle-income,
and low-income countries in existing policies and programs,
each income group can redress different challenges. With
improved engagement in international regulations, targeted
donor programs by high-income countries, and strengthened
core health capacities in middle- and low-income countries,
global pandemic preparedness is possible within the existing
policy landscape.

Foundations

In 2019, the United States (U.S.) and the United Kingdom
(U.K.) topped the Global Health Security Index, a global

ranking for pandemic preparedness [1]. Less than one
year later, both countries suffered high SARS-CoV-2 death
rates. Thailand and Sweden ranked equally on the index;
yet, at pandemic peak, Thailand reported 80 deaths per
million inhabitants while Sweden reported over 800. Why
did COVID-19 pandemic outcomes correlate so poorly with
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preparedness rankings? How can we redefine what it means
to be prepared for a pandemic? To prevent the next pandemic,
we can define preparedness as a global goal rather than solely
a national one.

Highly transmissible pathogens cross borders regardless
of a country’s national pandemic preparedness plan. If few
other countries are prepared, pathogens spread more easily
and demand more of a country’s preparedness system. In a
connected world, pandemic preparedness can be considered
equal parts national and global. Countries should both build
strong national preparedness systems and support a global,
coordinated effort to ensure all countries reach a minimum
preparedness standard.

Our review illustrates the current landscape of policy
for pandemic preparedness and identifies global shortfalls.
The International Health Regulations (IHR) constitute the
foundation of our discussion on the current state of pandemic
preparedness policy (Box 1). Recognizing that approaches
to pandemic preparedness are similar for countries of the
same income group, we segment our discussion by economic
classification: high-income versus middle- and low-income
economies (HICs, MICs, LICs). For purposes of this work,
we use the World Bank country classifications by income
level [2]. As of July 1, 2020, Gross National Income per capita
is less than USD 1,036 for LICs, between USD 1,036 and USD
12,535 for MICs, and greater than USD 12,535 for HICs [2].
We discuss opportunity areas for each group. Our work
confirms that all income groups have opportunities to address
unique shortfalls and that a strong, active collaboration
between HICs, MICs, LICs, and central coordinating groups
is key to global pandemic preparedness.

Role of high-income countries in international
pandemic preparedness
HICs register above-median scores for adequate access to
health-care services, essential medicines, and vaccines, in
line with the United Nations (UN) Sustainable Development
Goals [4, 5]. Healthcare is also a budget priority for these
nations: health-related government expenditure averages
17.8% in HICs that belong to the Organisation for Economic
Co-operation and Development (OECD), compared to only
9.8% for LICs part of the International Development
Association (IDA) [6]. In principle, one could assume that
these high scores and the significant, stable healthcare
expenditures would positively correlate with pandemic
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Box 1 - History of the IHR

The origins of the IHR can be traced to the
International Sanitary Regulations (ISR), which were
adopted in 1951 by the World Health Assembly
(WHA). The ISR was one of the first frameworks
focused on the prevention of infectious diseases,
namely yellow fever, smallpox, relapsing fever,
cholera, typhoid, and plague. The IHR, first adopted
in 1969 by the WHA, superseded the ISR. Further
amendments in 1973 and 1981, as well as smallpox
eradication in 1980, meant that the IHR would
only cover three diseases: yellow fever, plague, and
cholera.

In 1995, the WHA called for a substantial reform
of the 1969 IHR. The WHA noted that the existing
regulations had a narrow scope, as they only covered
the three infectious pathogens described above.
Although countries had closed borders since the early
1800s to limit the spread of epidemics, the further
growth of trade and the emergence of SARS in 2002
acted as a catalyst for the much-needed reforms
of the IHR [3]. In 2003, the WHA established an
intergovernmental working group that was in charge of
drafting a new version of the IHR. The current version
(2005) was approved by the WHA on May 23, 2005,
and it went into effect by the middle of 2007. Today,
the IHR are legally binding for 196 countries, including
all 194 members of the World Health Organization
(WHO). As its second article states, the purpose of the
IHR is to "prevent, protect against, control and provide
a public health response to the international spread of
disease" (1).

preparedness. However, the devastating effects of the
COVID-19 pandemic in HICs such as the U.S. and most of
Western Europe indicate that this is not the case. As of July
31, 2021, the death toll in the U.S. has reached 613,000 [7].
Estimates for the 2020 Gross Domestic Product (GDP) losses
amount to USD 500.6 billion, indicating a decrease of 3.5%
in real GDP compared to 2019 [8]. As a reference, a 2017
World Bank report had estimated that HICs such as the U.S.
would only see annual GDP losses of ∼1% as a result of an
active pandemic [6].

Since pandemic preparedness can be an umbrella term
without a concrete definition, we can start by considering
the existing frameworks for global health security. The
IHR provide a legally binding foundation for all World
Health Organization (WHO) members to prevent, control, and
coordinate responses against pathogens with the potential to
cross borders. In this respect, the IHR establish requirements
in surveillance, core public health capacities, and early
notification to the WHO of events that could become public
health emergencies of international concern.

The evaluations from the Global Health Security Index
(2019) suggest that, for the most part, HICs do possess
adequate capabilities for ensuring interconnected and
real-time reporting systems [1]. However, it is not clear
that such capabilities translate to tangible benefits for other
members of the WHO. Indeed, in the context of the current
pandemic, the WHO has issued calls for member states to
increase the sharing of data according to the responsibilities
established in the IHR [9].

Reluctance to share data with the WHO can stem from
fears of suffering economic losses. Consider, for example,
the economic impact in Canada due to the 2003 SARS
outbreak, a country that suffered a GDP loss of approximately
USD 3.2–6.4 billion despite having less than 300 cases [10].
This problem is exacerbated by the fact that, after a public
health emergency of international concern is declared, it
is not uncommon for countries to unilaterally implement
additional restrictions beyond those issued by the WHO
against affected countries. According to Article 43 of the IHR,
such measures can only be conducted if they are supported
by scientific principles and scientific evidence of risks to
human health (1). For example, instances such as Canada’s
unilateral decision to suspend visa processing for foreign
nationals in Ebola-affected countries during the 2014–2016
outbreak have been called into question [11]. This can
strain bilateral relations between countries and undermine the
overall authority of the WHO. Moreover, it is unclear whether
unilateral travel restrictions are even capable of delaying the
arrival of infections to other countries [12]–[14]. Therefore,
the IHR could be updated to consider incentives, in the form
of insurance payouts, for early notification of public health
risks. We note that, although legally binding, non-compliance
does not result in any sanctions or penalties. As far as is
practicable, the IHR could be revised to consider disincentives
and enforcement mechanisms against parties that repeatedly
act in defiance to this legislation.

The principles of collaboration and assistance are
enshrined in Article 44 of the IHR, and the recommendations
of the WHO underline the importance of funding and
supporting those countries that would benefit from
technological and financial support (1) [15]. The role of some
HICs as donors and supporters for health and development
is acknowledged by the WHO [16]: overall, donor funding
for preparedness represents a significant amount of the total
Official Development Assistance (ODA) offered by OECD
members. An analysis by the World Bank indicated that in
2015, the U.S. provided USD 2.48 billion (7.8% of their total
ODA) (Fig. 1) for pandemic preparedness [6]. Similarly, the
U.K. provided USD 522 million, representing 6.2% of their
ODA [6]. The Development Assistance Committee consists
of 30 HIC donors and strategizes the disbursement of ODA.
To maximize the benefits of these donor funds, HICs could
coordinate with the WHO to ensure that these funds are
earmarked to ensure that all countries comply with the core
capacities for surveillance, reporting, and response against
potential outbreaks detailed in Annex 1 of the IHR (1). Where
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feasible, further development funds can be dedicated to
address deficiencies noted in Joint External Evaluation (JEE)
reports, which are voluntary assessments of each nation’s
capacity to prevent and mitigate public health crises.

Figure 1: U.S. donor funding for preparedness, excluding HIV, as
part of their Official Development Assistance (ODA). Data reflects
2015 current USD. Source: 2017 report on Financing Pandemic
Preparedness, World Bank. Data from Box 5.1 and Annex to
Chapter 5 [6].

Importantly, collaboration between countries can go
beyond financial transfers, especially when pandemics are
beginning to surge. For example, during the 2009 H1N1
influenza pandemic, acquisition of vaccines by the UN
was hampered by purchase agreements between HICs and
manufacturers [17]. LICs and MICs are likely to consider this
type of situation particularly aggravating, as they contribute
many of the influenza strains to the Global Influenza
Surveillance and Response System, with immediate benefits
being reaped only by HICs and/or those countries that
can domestically produce influenza vaccines [17]. The 2011
Pandemic Influenza Preparedness (PIP) framework attempted
to address grievances of this nature [18]. However, unlike
the IHR, the PIP framework is not legally binding. Moreover,
the PIP framework is solely limited to influenza and fails
to establish concrete commitments from HICs for issues
related to intellectual property and vaccine sharing with LICs
and MICs [18]. In this respect, the PIP framework could
be enhanced to cover pathogens beyond influenza (e.g.
SARS-CoV-1, SARS-CoV-2, MERS), address the deficiencies
in equitable distribution, and acquire a legal standing similar
to that of the IHR.

To further support collaboration between the WHO and
HICs, countries can consider enshrining the principles of the
IHR in national legislation. This can be helpful in order to
establish responsibilities and empower national organizations
to fulfill the IHR within the existing legislative architectures.
The WHO has already developed a framework for helping

countries adopt the IHR in their national systems [19]. As
of 2009, only a handful of countries have included explicit
provisions in their legal system to implement the IHR. As
an example, the Health Protection Agency (Amendment)
Regulations 2007, a statutory instrument of the U.K.,
requires the Health Protection Agency to send to the WHO
communications related to new public health emergencies
of international concern (2). Other countries, like Belgium,
have outright decided to integrate the IHR in full into their
legislation (3). A formal implementation of these regulations
could address some of the reservations of the U.S. against
the IHR. Currently, the U.S. is the only federal republic that
has issued reservations against the IHR, indicating that the
federal government is not legally bound by any IHR-imposed
obligations that would fall under the jurisdiction of state
governments.

In summary, HICs could benefit from re-evaluating their
stances with the WHO and becoming regional leaders in
health security. Concrete ways of achieving this include
maintaining an open communication with the WHO, thus
ensuring that their advanced surveillance and reporting
capabilities translate into tangible benefits to all nations.
Moreover, HICs should refrain from undertaking unilateral
actions in contravention to the IHR, and be open to establish
stronger collaborations with LICs and MICs beyond the
mandates of the IHR and the PIP. In the medium and long
term, a substantial reform of the IHR could be conducted,
as it currently lacks enforcement mechanisms and does not
acknowledge the existing disparities in vaccine procurement
and distribution [20]. We recognize that such an endeavor
will require complex negotiations and political will from all
stakeholders, but it is clear that the COVID-19 pandemic
illustrates the urgent need for reform.

Improving health systems in middle- and
low-income countries to boost pandemic
preparedness
Fragile health systems are the central limit to pandemic
preparedness in middle- and low-income countries. JEEs are
the starting point for identifying the preparedness deficiencies
in each country. In contrast with HICs, LICs and MICs have
largely complied with IHR reporting requirements. The number
of countries submitting JEEs and allowing external evaluations
of their health systems improved from 55 in 2018 to 102 in
2019, including 45 of 48 African countries [21]. This represents
substantial progress toward building basic health systems.

Although LIC and MIC participation in JEE reporting is
commendable, the evaluations reveal massive gaps in all 19
technical health capacities defined by the IHR. MICs and LICs
compose the 25% of all countries without the national capacity
to prevent, respond, and control an outbreak [22]. No country
in WHO’s African region meets all 19 required capacities
and the variance between countries is high [23]. Figure 2
compares the scores for 13 core IHR capacities between
high-, middle-, and low-income countries. The only notable
point of progress is pathogen detection, with all countries
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having some semblance of system to detect outbreaks and
76% of countries having a robust one [22]. Collectively,
many LICs and MICs struggle to sustain or develop national
preparedness capacities because of a lack of resources,
competing investment priorities, and insufficient healthcare
workers.

Assessments of preparedness have improved significantly
over the past decade but actions to address these gaps
require improvement. Supported by expertise from HICs,
LICs and MICs have been significantly more proactive in
building National Action Plans for Health Security (NAPHS)
to improve preparedness. In 2016, Tanzania became the
first country globally to develop and approve an USD 87
million NAPHS [24]. Working with the WHO, the U.S. Centers
for Disease and Infection Control (CDC), the World Bank,
and other development partners, Tanzania drafted a 5-year
plan to address the weaknesses identified in its JEE and,
crucially, costed the plan and assigned political leaders. This
process of assigning monetary values to each preparedness
activity triggers the mobilization of funding and establishes
political will. Approximately half of countries with JEEs have an
NAPHS and most have costed them. Despite this, no NAPHS
is completely financed as of 2019 and most LICs cannot fund
them from domestic resources alone [25].

Beyond a lack of expertise, insufficient and inefficient
financing severely limit improvements in pandemic
preparedness. The 2018 IDA budget of USD 75 billion met
targets to support preparedness plans in 25 countries [21].
Yet, given trade-offs with other development priorities, many
resource-constrained countries may opt not to spend their
limited IDA envelope on health system preparedness [21].
As an example of competing priorities, Botswana has an HIV
incidence of 25% and therefore spends 40% of its total
healthcare expenditure on HIV/AIDS care [26]. Pathogen
surveillance and antimicrobial resistance can be low priority
compared with other more pressing development needs.
Corruption further depletes already limited budgets, costing
at least 10–25% of global health spending [27]. Paired with
a lack of political commitment, health systems in some LICs
and MICs can be chronically underfunded.

Resource-constrained countries remain highly dependent
on financing by the WHO, HICs, and development partners for
preparedness. This spending can be inefficient and ill-suited
to LIC and MIC needs. The WHO is underfunded, with 80%
of its budget being voluntary and highly earmarked [21]. Its
financing mechanisms for pandemics, the Contingency Fund
for Emergencies and Pandemic Emergency Financing, are
either depleted or in need of reform [25]. With limited financial
resources of its own, the WHO can link donors with countries
to fund preparedness plans, a role codified in Article 44 of
the IHR (1). This takes the form of the WHO’s Global Health
Cluster of 900 partners and the WHO Strategic Partnership for
IHR and Health Security (SPH), founded in 2015 [28, 29]. SPH
recently created an online tool to document 2366 investments
by 62 donors [29]. These activities have yet to be examined
for inefficiencies and are not centrally coordinated. Addressing

Figure 2: A – Average score for 13 IHR core health system
capacities by income group. Y-axis represents the average
percentage of health system capacity. The box plot shows the
range of scores across 60 HICs, 54 UMICs, 49 LMICs, and 29
LICs. Source: WHO SDG Indicator 3.d.1, IHR Spar Average,
2019. B – Process of evaluating and improving national health
capacities.

the fragmented funding system is a major opportunity area for
HICs to improve preparedness beyond their borders.

Each HIC and development partner independently selects
its own investment targets. Thus, highly visible activities with
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immediate returns (i.e. surveillance) are often prioritized over
strengthening health systems [30]. Despite good intentions,
new donor-driven surveillance networks can be poorly
coordinated, redundant, and less beneficial to pandemic
preparedness than simple measures strengthening overall
health systems, as observed in pilot initiatives in India, South
Africa, Tuvalu, and Cambodia [30]. Development partners
and the WHO recommend that assistance for pandemic
preparedness be catalytic and focus on activities that
improve core health capacities. Prioritizing and coordinating
investments in health systems to meet the IHR offers a high
cost-benefit ratio. An annual investment of USD 1.9–3.4 billion
would yield a global public health benefit of USD 30 billion, a
10:1 return on investment [31, 32]. HICs stand to benefit from
improving LIC and MIC preparedness capacities and systems.

Collectively, political will, targeted financial investments,
and strengthened health systems successfully improve
pandemic preparedness. For example, before the 2014–2016
Ebola outbreak, Nigeria implemented a preparedness plan
that enabled quicker and less expensive control than its
neighbors [33]. Similarly, India’s health system improvements
allowed it to identify and contain a Nipah virus outbreak
in May of 2018 [34]. Both of these examples serve as
models of improving preparedness in LICs and MICs through
political commitment and active partnerships with HICs and
development partners. Broadened to all LICs and MICs,
a coordinated effort could ensure all countries reach a
minimum preparedness standard. As further reading from this
review, the Independent Panel for Pandemic Preparedness
and Response released a report in May 2021 to document
the development of COVID-19 into a global crisis and
recommendations for future action. Further, 25 heads of
government and international agencies recently called for the
creation of an international pandemic treaty to build a more
robust global health architecture [35].

Conclusions
The COVID-19 pandemic illustrates the risk of infectious
pathogens. To minimize the risk of similar outbreaks,
pandemic preparedness can be regarded as a global rather
than national objective. Establishing a minimum global
standard of preparedness involves prioritizing health system
improvement and improving cooperation between HICs, MICs,
LICs, and international organizations such as the WHO.
Our review confirms that all countries have opportunities to
improve preparedness and that the current framework for
global health security, the IHR, can serve as a foundation.
Post-COVID-19, we have the opportunity of improving our
approach to pandemic preparedness. Global preparedness is
only as strong as its weakest link.
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